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1.0 Summary 

Belmont Resources Inc. holds under an option agreement to acquire 100% of the 21 claim, 678 hectare 
Come By Chance property ("Property") located three kilometres northwest of Grand Forks and three 
kilometres southeast of the past productive Phoenix mine in the southern Interior of British Columbia, 
Canada.  

Although the Phoenix mine was the major producer, some of the smaller mines were also productive 
from a number of different types of deposits. From 1900 to 1975 production from these 26 principal 
mines was, in addition to a significant amount of lead, silver, and zinc, 270,945 tonnes of copper and 
38,378 kilograms of gold (Church, 1986). 

The CBC Property, located three kilometres to the southeast of the Phoenix deposits, is on a 
comparative geological trend and hosting skarn. epithermal, volcanogenic, and massive sulphide 
mineralization. Historic exploration stems from the late 1890’s with the exploration evident in the many 
trenches, pits, adits, and shafts that were developed in the search for a Phoenix type copper/gold skarn 
mineral deposit as indicated by the focus of exploration in the Betts area where a large area of skarn 
mineralization was defined. 

The historic exploration revealed many indications to a potential concealed intrusive of copper/gold 
mineralization at the “Betts Mine” in the skarns, the free gold, the epithermal zone intersected in a drill 
hole, and the intersection of a massive sulfide epithermal indicated, zone in the 251 metre Betts tunnel. 
A Teck Exploration geologist reported a mineralized quartz feldspar monzonite float from the Property 
which assayed 1.2% copper, and which was described as “… potentially displaying a porphyry/skarn 
linkage” (Evans, 2005) subtantiating the potential for a concealed mineral-bearing intrusive. 

The 2020 CBC Property exploration was therefore programed to locate the area of the potential 
intrusive and to delineate specific locations for follow-up exploration. Initially, a Lidar survey was 
completed resulting in the disclosure of numerous indicated lineament structures that may have 
facilitated the creation of the isolated skarn zones.

The follow-up mag survey covered the entire Property and resulted in the delineation of a localized mag 
low interpreted as a caldera within the initial Lidar indicated delineated porphyritic environment 
Additionally, the dominant faults creating the two cross-structures which are indicated as locations of 
collapsed hyrothermal breccia zones within the caldera. 

A continuing exploration program is recommended on the CBC Property comprised of IP and localized 
soil geochemical survey at an estimated cost of $102,275.00. The IP survey objective would be to map 
the resistivity and chargeability distribution, to provide specific diamond drill targets and to test the 
magnetometer low indicated copper/gold porphyry which is revealed in the major fault zones and other 
areas as mineralized heterolithic breccias. 

IP surveys are very effective in either delineating, or determining the potential depth potential of a 
mineral zone. This has been best proven at the Copper Mountain productive open-pits where an IP 
survey covered three individual open-pits and resulted in the potential of combining the three open-pits 
into one super pit (Figure 36). In addition, the IP survey indicated that the ore zone extended to depth 
and diamond drilling proved it by the intersection of 0.55% copper with silver and gold values over 292 
metres (Figure 37). 
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Similiarly, an IP survey over the magnetometer anomaly at the CBC property which by structurally 
related, surficially exposed, mineralized breccia zones, shows the extension of the magnetometer 
anomaly to a depth of 525 metres below surface, open to depth and length and up to 2,800 metres 
wide, should provide a prime anomalous IP target for an initial 500 metre diamond drill hole. 

Figure 1. Location Map 
      (Base Map from MapPlace 2 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Terms of Reference and Purpose 

Officials of Belmont Resources Inc. commissioned the author to provide a compliant National Instement 
43-102 (NI 43-101) Technical Report with respect to the historical exploration work, to the results of the
completed 2020 exploration program, and to make recommendations for a continuing exploration
program on the Come By Chance property ("Property").

2.2 Source of Information and Data 

The source of information for the 43-101 report was obtained from reports authored by Qualified 
Persons (QP’s) as listed in the References section of this report and from the results of the completed 
2020 exploration programs. 

2.3 Personal Inspection 

A personal inspection of the Come By Chance property will be made under snow-free conditions . 
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2.4 Abbreviations 

Table I. List of abbreviations 

Abbreviation Term 

AA Atomic Absorption 

Ag Silver 

As Arsenic 

Au Gold 

C-Q-M Carbonate-Quartz-Mariposite 

Cu Copper 

°C Degrees Celsius 

DDH Diamond Drill Hole 

E East 

EM Electro-magnetic 

ft Foot (feet) 

g Gram(s) 

GPS Global Positioning System 

g/t Grams per tonne 

ha Hectare(s) 

ICP Inductively Coupled Plasma Spectrometry 

km Kilometre(s) 

L Litre(s) 

lb. Pound 

m Metre(s) 

Mt Million tonnes 

N North 

NTS National Topographic System 

NAD83 North American Datum of 1983 

oz/T Ounces per ton 

Pb Lead 

QP Qualified Person 

t Tonne(s) [metric ton] 

UTM Universal Transverse Mercator coordinate system 

W West 

Zn Zinc 

° Degree(s) 
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3.0 Reliance on Other Experts 

The author has not relied on other experts for this Technical Report  

4.0 Property Description and Location 

4.1 Description 

The Property is comprised of 21 contiguous mineral claims covering an area of 678.955 hectares. 

Table 2. Property Tenures 
   (from Mineral Titles Online) 

Tenure 
number 

Claim name Expire date* 
Area in 
hectare 

337876 C. B. CHANCE 5 19/04/2021 25 

337877 C. B. CHANCE 6 19/04/2021 25 

337879 C. B. CHANCE 8 30/04/2021 25 

338033 C.B. CHANCE 16 30/04/2021 25 

361604 COME BY CHANCE 1 30/04/2021 25 

386116 JOLLY JACK 1865 1 19/04/2021 25 

386117 JOLLY JACK 1865 2 30/04/2021 25 

386118 JOLLY JACK 1865 3 30/04/2021 25 

386119 JOLLY JACK 1865 4 30/04/2021 25 

388356 LADY M.1. 30/04/2021 25 

388357 LADY M 2 30/04/2021 25 

388361 LADY M 3 30/04/2021 25 

388362 LADY M 4 30/04/2021 25 

388389 LADY M 5 30/04/2021 25 

388390 LADY M 6 19/04/2021 25 

410734 RRJJ 30/04/2021 25 

410738 RRJJ 5 30/04/2021 25 

506017 30/01/2021 84.661 

513972 30/01/2021 126.967 

513974 30/01/2021 21.163 

537114 JOLLY'S 30/01/2021 21.164 

678.955 

As a result of the current COVID19 situation, the Gold Commissioner extended the expiry date of the 
claims to December 31, 2021. 

4.2 Location 

The Property is located in southern British Columbia 310 kilometres east of Vancouver, seven kilometres 
northwest of Grand Forks, and three kilometres southeast of the past producing Phoenix Mine. 

The property is centred at 5591257N 665609E (10U NAD 83). 
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Figure 2. Property Location to Phoenix and Grand Forks 
      (Base Map: MapPlace 2 

. 

4.3 Option Agreement  

The terms of the "Come By Chance Property Option Agreement" between Ronnie Patrick Ritco 
(Optionor) and Belmont Resources Inc. (0ptionee) dated May 19,2020 are as follows. 

Table 3. Option Agreement* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* In addition, the Agreement includes a 1.5% NSR Royalty to the Optionor with the option for the 
Optionee to buy back 1% of the Royalty for C$1,000,000.00. 

Date Shares Cash Payments 

On Exchange 

Acceptance 

100,000 

(Issued) 

$7,500.00 

(Paid) 

1st Anniversary of 

Listing Date 
200,000  

2nd Anniversary of 

Listing Date 
200,000  

Total: 500,000 $7,500.00 
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Property Description and Location (cont'd) 

4.4 Claim Maintenance  

In order to maintain the claims in good standing, the value of exploration and development required for 
one year is at least 
 (a) $5 per hectare for each of the first and second anniversary years, 
 (b) $10 per hectare for each of the third and fourth anniverary years, 
 (c) $15 per hectare for each of the fifth and sixth anniversary years, 
 (d) $20 per hectare for each subsequent anniversary year. 

As an alternative to the exploration and development requirements, a recorded holder may make a 
payment. The required payment to maintain a mineral claim for an anniversary year is double the value 
of exploration and development that would be required to maintain the claim for the anniversary year. 
Should a claim not be renewed, the claim is cancelled at midnight of the "Good Until" date and the 
ground which was covered by the claim is available for staking by any person with a Free Miners 
Certificate at 10:00 am the following day. 

Figure 3. Claim Map 
(Base map from MapPlace 2) 

 

 

4.5 Obligations and Liabilities  

There are no current obligations or commitments for reclamation, closure or other environmental 
corrective action relating to the mineral claims. No environmental audit or assessment has been 
conducted. 

The author is not aware of any liabilities on the property or significant factors and risks that may affect 
access, title or right or ability to perform work on the property. 
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5.0 Accessibility, Climate, Local Resources, Infrastructure and Physiography 

5.1 Access 

Access to the Property from Grand Forks is via the Trans Provincial Highway/Crows Nest Highway 3 
westward for 13 kilometres to the intersection with Tenure 388356, the southwesternmost CBC 
Property claim. Access to many areas on the Property are provided by numerous secondary roads and 
trails.  

5.2 Climate 

(from Wikipedia) 

Grand Forks experiences a humid continental climate with a similar climate to the Okanagan Valley to the 
west. However, the Boundary area usually receives slightly colder and snowier winters and slightly 
hotter summer temperatures, due to its location away from large lakes. Daytime highs during the 
summer often top 30 °C (86 °F) and surpass 40 °C (104 °F) at least once every few years. Night 
temperatures often fall rapidly in summer, and frost is rare but not unheard of in June or September. 
Winter temperatures are moderately (seldom severely) cold, but definitely mild by Canadian standards. 
Some years may see only a few light snowfalls and intermittent snow cover, whereas others receive 
several large snowstorms and snow cover is generally from December to March.  

5.3 Local Resources 

Sufficient resources for an initial or an advanced exploration and development program would be 
available at Grand Forks. 

5.4 Water and Power 

Initial power requirements for any exploration and/or development would be fuel generated. 
Production power requirements would be from a 500 Kv transmission line that traverses the southwest 
portion of theProperty. 

Water for all phases of the exploration and development program should be available from Cross Lake 
or from other water sources on the Property. 

5.5 Infrastructure 

Grand Forks, offers all essential services for an exploration or a productive mining operation including 
shopping centres, several types of accommodation, communication, power, and major highway access 
to the Pacific Ocean port at Vancouver. 

The West Kootenay Regional Airport at Castlegar, 98 kilometres northeast of Grand Forks, is served by 
Air Canada Express which conducts daily flights to and from Calgary and Vancouver. 

5.6 Physiography 

The Come By Chance Property covers gentle to moderate slopes with open mixed forest. Elevations 

range from 780 m. along July Creek and Highway 3 in the western part of the property, to 1,265 m. on 
Hardy Mountain within the central portion of the Property.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humid_continental_climate
http://aircanada.com/
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6.0 HISTORY 

6.1 History: CBC Property Area 

Lode mineralization was first recorded in the Greenwood area near Boundary Falls in 1884 and by 1900 
most of the important deposits had been found. Mining began on the Skylark property in 1893, on the 
Providence claim in 1896, and in the Phoenix area in 1900. Development was stimulated by completion 
of the railway in the period 1898 to 1904 and construction of a major smelter at Grand Forks in 1900. 
Production from the mines at Phoenix attained a peak delivery in 1913 of more than a million tonnes of 

ore. Labour unrest in the Crowsnest Coalfield indirectly forced closure of the Grand Forks smelter and 
many of the mines in 1919. 

An increase in the price of precious metals in 1933 led to a revival of operations at the Providence, 
Dentonia, and North Star mines where concentrators were built. However, it was not until 1957 and 
1959 that an increase in copper prices combined with new mining technology resulted in large-scale 
open-pit production from the Mother Lode and Phoenix orebodies. Production at Phoenix attained 
2,750 tonnes per day in 1972 and remained at this scale until exhaustion of the ore in 1976 (Church, 

1986). 

PHOENIX (KNOB HILL) past producer (Cu skarn, Au skarn, Fe skarn, Tailings) 
MINFILE 082ESE020 
Three kilometres northwest 

(The selected history of the Phoenix past producer is copied from the BC Government Minfile records) 

Several important mines were developed around the old town of Phoenix. The main Phoenix mine, 

centred on the claim (Lot 894) of the same name, is located six kilometres east of Greenwood at the 

elevation of 1370 metres.  Access to Phoenix is by paved road east from Greenwood or by an all 

weather gravel road west from the Grand Forks section of Highway 3.  

The first claims in the Phoenix area were staked by Henry White (Knob Hill (Lot 590)) and Matthew 

Hatter (Old Ironsides (Lot 589) (082ESE021)) on July 15th, 1891.  The claims were Crown granted in 

1896.  In 1896, J.F.C. Miner, a rubber footwear manufacturer from Granby, Quebec, together with 

mining promoter J.P. Graves and A.L. Little of Spokane, Washington, formed the Miner-Graves 

Syndicate. In 1899, they incorporated The Granby Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company, 

Limited and, in 1901, consolidated under The Granby Consolidated Mining, Smelting and Power 

Company, Limited. The Canadian Pacific Railway extended a branch line to Phoenix and 

underground mining of copper and gold ores began using a combination of square set and room and 

pillar stopes serviced by numerous shafts and adits.  Later, open pit mining methods were developed 

and the Old Ironsides mine became one of the first open pit mines in Canada. In 1900, the City of 

Phoenix was incorporated, construction of the British Columbia Copper Co.'s smelter at Greenwood 

was largely completed, and the Granby smelter at Grand Forks was 'blown in' in the fall of the year.  

In the early days most of the ore feeding the smelter at Grand Forks came from the Old Ironsides 

mine; however, 8 different mineralized zones contributed to production from the Granby property.  

Ore was also produced in the mining camp by the Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company, 

primarily from the Snowshoe mine (082ESE025).  Production rates from the camp varied markedly 

but attained as much as 3000 tons per day at this time.  In 1919, the Granby mine and smelter closed 

owing to a number of factors at the end of World War I, including low copper prices, decreasing ore 

grades and a shortage of coking coal for the smelter furnaces.  
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History: CBC Property Area (cont’d) 

Phoenix (Knob Hill) (cont’d) 

In 1955, the Granby company re-purchased the property and began an evaluation with intent of 

developing an open pit, trackless mining operation.  A subsidiary company, Phoenix Copper Company 

Limited, was incorporated in June 1956.  Open pit production began in 1959 from the general area of 

the underground mine at a rate of 900 tons per day which was increased to 2000 tons per day in 1961 

and to 3000 tons per day in 1972.  By 1964, 4 open pits, the Old Ironsides, Idaho (082ESE013), 

Snowshoe and Stemwinder (082ESE014) were in operation.  By 1973, declining production was 

supplemented by stockpiled low grade copper ore.  Mill feed was also augmented by ore trucked from 

the Lone Star mine, 20 kilometres to the south in Washington State.  An unsuccessful attempt was also 

made to mill ore from the Oro Denoro mine (082ESE063).  Granby terminated mining operations at 

Phoenix in 1974 and later dismantled and moved the mill.  Subsequently the property was purchased 

by Noranda mines Ltd.  

No significant work was done on the property until 1981 when Noranda optioned the Phoenix 

property to Kettle River Resources Ltd., who carried out an exploration program focused on the 

precious metal potential of the property.  A drilling program discovered the Sylvester K zone 

(082ESE046) in 1983. 

Figure 4. CBC Property and the Phoenix cluster of Minfile Properties 
(Base map from MapPlace 2) 
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History: CBC Property Area (cont’d) 

Phoenix (Knob Hill) (cont’d) 

Figure 5. Phoenix Cluster of Minfile Properties 
(Base map from MapPlace 2) 

 

Noranda elected to participate in exploration during 1984 through 1985 and continued drilling 

Sylvester K and other anomalies found during the course of previous geological, geophysical and 

geochemical surveys.  In 1987 Skylark Resources Ltd. attempted to mine the Sylvester K deposit but 

abandoned the operation after unsuccessfully processing only a few tons of the ore.  During 1989 

through 1990 Kettle River Resources Ltd. acquired outright ownership of the property from Noranda. 

Battle Mountain (Canada) Inc. optioned the property from Kettle River Resouces Ltd. and conducted a 

program of reconnaissance mapping and sampling during the early in 1990.  This work was 

subsequently expanded to a larger program including establishment of a survey-controlled grid over 

the southwestern part of the property around the Phoenix workings, with cut and Mining in the 

Phoenix area was from four principal ore bodies underlying (1) the Old Ironsides (082ESE021), Knob 

Hill (082ESE020) and Victoria (082ESE023) claims; (2) the Gold Drop (082ESE028), Rawhide 

(082ESE026) and Snowshoe (082ESE025) claims; (3) the Brooklyn and Idaho (082ESE013) claims; 

and (4) the Stemwinder (082ESE014) claim.  Other claims associated with the Phoenix Mine are 

Aetna (082ESE022), Curlew (082ESE024), Monarch (082ESE027), Gilt Edge (082ESE015), Red Rock 

(082ESE016), Bald Eagle (082ESE017), Grey Eagle (082ESE018), War Eagle (082ESE019), Bank of 

England (082ESE029) and Yellow Jacket (082ESE030).  

Total production, between 1900 and 1978, from the Phoenix Mine was 21,552,284 tonnes of ore 

containing 28,341 kilograms of gold, 183,036 kilograms of silver and 235,693 tonnes of copper.  In 

addition to this production, 12 tonnes of ore was shipped from the Gold Drop mine in 1900; plus 

855,634 tonnes of ore from the Rawhide mine between 1904 and 1916; plus 545,129 tonnes from 

Snowshoe between 1900 and 1911; and 292,834 tonnes from the Brooklyn, Idaho and Stemwinder 

operations between 1900 and 1960.  
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History: CBC Property Area (cont’d) 

Phoenix (Knob Hill) (cont’d) 

The first period of production, from 1900 to 1919, was largely by underground mining on the Knob 

Hill, Ironsides, Gold Drop, Monarch, Victoria, Snowshoe and Curlew claims.  Systematic 

development, consisting of an extensive system of tunnels and stopes, began in 1895 and comprised 

three adit levels on the Old Ironsides and Knob Hill claims, at elevations of 1440 metres, 1414 metres 

and 1386 metres.  To the east, five levels, serviced in part by the Victoria shaft, were developed on the 

Victoria and Aetna claims at elevations of 1451 metres, 1356 metres, 1334 metres, 1315 metres and 

1305 metres.  At the close of the first period of operations in June 1919, a total of 12,434,620 tonnes 

of ore had been mined from stoped areas, exceeding 48,000 square metres in lateral extent, accessed 

by a 37-kilometre long network of interconnected tunnels.  

Intermittent mining took place by W.E. McArthur from 1920 to 1942, mainly from the Old Ironsides 

claim.  This period produced 47,107 tonnes of ore.  

Renewed operations by the Granby company in 1959 began excavations which, by the final close of 

mining activity in 1976, resulted in removal of almost the entire old underground workings. This 

created a large elliptical 425 by 800-metre open pit.  Mining took place largely on the Knob Hill, Old 

Ironsides, Aetna, Victoria, Brooklyn, Idaho, Stemwinder, Snowshoe and Rawhide claims.  From 1959 

to 1978, 9,070,560 tonnes of residual low grade ore was extracted.  

Athelstan past producer (Polymetallic veins Ag-Pb-Zn+/-Au) 
MINFILE 082ESE047 
One kilometre west 

The Athelstan-Jackpot past-producing mine is located 8.5 kilometres south east of Greenwood and 1.5 

kilometres north west of the confluence of Skeff and July creeks. Access to the mine is from an 

abandoned railway grade at an elevation of 1150 metres, connecting roads from the Winnipeg 

past-producing mine (MINFILE 082ESE033) and Hartford Junction to the northwest, and Highway 3 

to the east.  

Production from the property from 1900 to 1940, resulted in 16,739 tonnes or ore containing 186.7 

kilograms of gold, 157.2 kilograms of silver, 50.8 tonnes of copper and 193 kilograms of lead.  

In 1978, surface sampling yielded: 19.9 grams per tonne gold and 33.5 grams per tonne silver over 

0.6 metre from the Butte zone (sample A-7); 3.8 grams per tonne gold over 0.9 metre and 12.2 grams 

per tonne gold from a sample of stockpiled ore from the Athelstan zone; 19.9 grams per tonne gold 

with 176 grams per tonne silver over 0.3 metre of massive sulphides (sample J-2) and 34.1 grams per 

tonne gold with 180.3 grams per tonne silver from a dump sample near the Jackpot zone and 1.0 gram 

per tonne gold over 0.9 metre of massive sulphides and 2.1 grams per tonne gold with 43.1 grams per 

tonne silver from a dump sample on the Iron Clad zone (Property File - A.R. Grant [1978-11-01]: 

Surface Sampling - Athelstan-Jackpot-Iron Clad). 

In 1980, 29 samples taken from the Athelstan stope averaged 3.6 grams per tonne gold, while those 

from sulphide shear zones yielded from 4.8 to 30.5 grams per tonne gold over 0.30 to 2.0 metres; 23 

samples from the Jackpot stope averaged 4.35 grams per tonne gold, while those from sulphide zones 

yielded from 2.1 to 28.8 grams per tonne gold over 1.0 to 2.2 metres (Property File - Rimacan 

Resources Ltd. [1983-06-03]: A report on the Athelstan-Jackpot Mineral Property).  
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History: CBC Property Area (cont’d) 

Athelstan (cont’d) 

In 1981, highlights of underground sampling of the Athelstan stope included: 12.7 grams per tonne 

gold with 14 grams per tonne silver over 0.95 metre (sample R4) from the south western wall and 6.9 

grams per tonne gold over 0.65 metre (sample R17) from the north western end of the stope, while a 

sample (R10) from a column or pillar yielded 30.4 grams per tonne gold with 17 grams per tonne 

silver over 0.3 metre (Property File - D.K.W. [1981-06-01]: Detail Map - Athelstan and Jackpot 

Stopes).  

Underground sampling of the Jackpot stope yielded: 11.3 grams per tonne gold with 42.0 grams per 

tonne silver over 4 metres (sample R78) from drift near the southern shaft; 9.78 grams per tonne gold 

over 2 metres (sample J17) from a south western wall; 4.48 grams per tonne gold over 2 metres 

(sample J15) from a north western drift; 6.5 grams per tonne gold over 1.3 metres (sample J7) from a 

northern wall face and 11.3 grams per tonne gold with 15.7 grams per tonne silver over 2 metres 

(sample J9) from a column or pillar (Property File - D.K.W. [1981-06-01]: Detail Map - Athelstan 

and Jackpot Stopes).  

Highlights of diamond drilling, in 1981, include: 3.64 grams per tonne gold with 9.8 grams per tonne 

silver over 1.5 metres in hole P-81-1; 1.0 gram per tonne gold over 4.5 metres in hole P-81-5; 0.81 

gram per tonne gold with 94.4 grams per tonne silver over 1.5 metres in hole P-81-9A; 2.2 grams per 

tonne gold with 14.0 grams per tonne silver over 6 metres, including 5.17 grams per tonne gold with 

25.0 grams per tonne silver over 1.5 metres, in hole P-81-10; 6.45 grams per tonne gold with 9.7 

grams per tonne silver over 1.5 metres in hole P-81-12; 0.51 gram per tonne gold over 13.5 metres in 

hole P-81-13 and 0.89 gram per tonne gold over 13.5 metres, including 4.45 grams per tonne gold 

over 1.5 metres, in hole P-81-14 (Property File - unknown [1981-01-01]: Drill Hole Assays - P-81-1 

to P-81-14 - Athelstan-Jackpot). Holes P-81-1 through P-81-10 were located between the Athelstan 

and Jackpot stopes.  

In 1983, surface sampling yielded: 9.26 grams per tonne gold with 31.9 grams per tonne silver over 

0.7 metres of a rusty shear zone near the Athelstan stope; 8.23 grams per tonne gold with 29.3 grams 

per tonne silver from a grab sample of dump material near the Jackpot stope and 17.1 grams per 

tonne gold with 42.9 grams per tonne silver from a grab sample of dump material near the Butte 

workings (Property File - Rimacan Resources Ltd. [1983-06-03]: A report on the Athelstan-Jackpot 

Mineral Property).  

In 1987, diamond drilling yielded intercepts of 15.9 grams per tonne gold over 0.15 metre in hole 

87-2, located near the Athelstan stope, and 11.6 grams per tonne gold over 1.83 metres in hole 87-8, 

located near the Jackpot stope (Property File - Minnova Inc. [1987-08-11]: Drill Hole Record for 

Holes 87-1 to 87-8 at the Athlestan-Jackpot Project). 

In 1989, drilling of the A and J-34 zones yielded 12 grams per tonne gold over 1.8 metres in hole 87-8. 

Trenching later in the year returned up to 6.6 grams per tonne gold and 12 grams per tonne silver 

over 3.7 metres (Assessment Report 27510). 

In 1990, a sample (BCS 18490) from a rusty shear zone exposed by a trench assayed 85 grams per 

tonne gold, 302 grams per tonne silver and 0.93 per cent copper, while a 2 metre chip sample (BCS 

18488) across a fault assayed 4.1 grams per tonne gold (Property File - L. Lee [1990-01-01]: 

Property report: Athelstan-Jackpot). 
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History: CBC Property Area (cont’d) 

Athelstan (cont’d) 

In 2003, sampling of the J-12 zone returned 21.8 grams per tonne gold across 0.8 metres of an 

oxidized shear zone in diorite. Trenching on the B-1 zone, 500 metres east of the J-12 zone, returned 8 

grams per tonne gold and 190 grams per tonne silver over 1.3 metres (Assessment Report 27302). 

In 2004, a sample from a 0.7 to 1.0- metre wide shear zone in former Jackpot workings that contained 

oxidized pyrite and arsenopyrite yielded 10.1 grams per tonne gold, 2.36 per cent arsenic and 0.446 

per cent copper (Assessment Report 27510).  

Exploration and mining on the Athelstan (Lot 1065) and Jackpot (Lot 2224) claims began 

independently with no interconnection of workings. In 1900, operations commenced on the Athelstan 

claim with shaft development, drifting and the installation of a small plant. Additional exploration and 

development was completed between 1909 and 1912. The Jackpot adit, located 335 metres to the east 

and 90 metres below the Athelstan mine, is connected to an inclined, 17- metre shaft with levels at 

depths of 10 and 16 metres. By 1942, the combined underground development included 91 metres of 

shaft sinking and 570 metres of tunnelling.  

Limited exploration programs were carried out on the property during the late 1960’s and early 

1970’s by Sabina Mines, Colby Resources and Scurry Rainbow Oil and Gas. This work included 12 

percussion drill holes, eight of which encountered open stopes. Mr. W. Hallauer acquired the claims 

from W.E. McArthur in the 1970’s.  

Arrowhead Resources Ltd. explored the property during 1978 through 1983, under the direction of 

A.R. Grant. Significant work programs were completed including geological mapping and sampling of 

surface outcrops and mine workings, soil sampling, and magnetometer and VLF/EM surveys. 

Arrowhead Resources also drilled 28 vertical percussion drill holes over an area of approximately 

200 by 600 metres, to test for a near surface, open-pit resource. The property was optioned to 

Rimacan Resources Ltd. in 1983 and Canadian Pawnee in 1985. Max Minerals Inc optioned the 

property in 1986 and significant work programs were carried out in 1986 and 1987. Detailed 

geochemical and geophysical programs were completed. In 1989, Toscano Resources completed 13 

diamond drill holes, totalling 452 metres, which led to identification of the A and J-34 zones.  

In 1990, Minnova Inc. optioned the claims and completed a six- hole diamond drill program, totalling 

946 metres, the following year. A program of trenching was carried out in the summer of 2002 to test 

oxidized massive arsenopyrite mineralization, with gold, in listwanite at the A and J-34 zones.  

Mineralogical and metallurgical testing was also conducted during 2002. Results indicate that 

cyanide leach is a suitable method for recovering gold from oxide ore, with up to 91 per cent gold and 

29 per cent silver recovery achieved in tests (Assessment Report 27510). In 2003, trenching, mapping 

and sampling were completed at the J-34, J-12 and B zones. 
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History (cont’d) 

Figure 6. The Phoenix Mine at Close of Operations, October 1976 
(map from Church, 1986) 

 

6.2 History: Come By Chance Property 

The history of exploration within ground covered by the Come By Chance property is set out in the 
following tables. The information is taken from the referenced Assessment Reports.  

6.3 History on ground presently covered by the Come By Chance property 

Table 4. Summary of exploration history and exploration results 

Year 
Owner (1) Operator 

(2) 
Exploration Exploration Results Reference 

1904-1905  

Pits, shafts, Betts adits 

of 75 feet and a 40 foot 

winze 

 MM 

Annual 

reports 

1964 

E. Elstone 
Value Line Mining (2) 

Electromagnetic: 1.7 km 
Magnetometer: 2.9 km 
Self Potentia: 4.2 km 

Several anomalies related to pyrite, 

prrrhotite, and chalcopyrite 

mineralization. 

AR 0615 

1969 

Zurowski 

International Mogul 

Mines Ltd. (2) 

Geochemical rock: 3 
samples 
Geochemical soil: 400 
samples 
Geological: 100 ha 
Electromagnetic: 12 km 
Magnetometer: 12 km 

Base metal mineralization as small 

pods, lenses and stringers in an 

interbedded sequence of hornfelsic 

sediments and crystalline limestone. 

AR 2435 
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Table 4. Summary of exploration history and exploration results (cont’d) 

1983 

J. Fyles 

Kettle River 

Resources Ltd. (1) (2) 
Geological 

The Brooklyn formation in the Hardy 
Mountain block contains 
volcanogenic sulphide deposits at or 
close to volcanic-sedimentary facies 
transition zones. A zone of 
silicification and pyrite 
mineralization associated with 
serpentinite occurs on Goat 
Mountain 

AR 11942 

1986 

J. Keating 

Kettle River 

Resources Ltd. (1) 

Noranda Exploration 

Company, Limited 

(2) 

Geological 

Mineralization in the Triassic 
limestones and sediments occur as 
small discontinuous pods of 
pyrrhotite, pyrite and minor 
chalcopyrite. Often associated with 
these sulfide bodies are feldspar 
porphyry dykes. 

AR 15641 

1988 

L. Sookochoff 

Zephyr Resources 

Ltd, (1) (2) 

Geochemical Soil: 

   875 samples 

A correlative arsenic, copper, lead, 

silver, zinc soil anomaly is located on 

the western flanks of Eagle 

Mountain covered by the CBC 

Property (Figure 7 ) 

AR 17090 

Figure 7. Zephyr Resources (1988) Compilation Soil Geochemical Anomaly A 
on the Betts Zone of the CBC Property 

(Base map from selected portion of Figure 10 AR 17079 Sookochoff, 1988) 
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Table 4. Summary of exploration history and exploration results (cont’d) 

1992 

L.R. Haynes 
W. Hallauet (1) (2) Prospecting: 16.1 ha 

Encouraging copper values (0.22, 
0.74% Cu) with weak gold and silver 
values 

AR 22263 

2005 

L.J. Caron 

R. Dallibar (1) (2) 

R. Ritco (1) (2) 
Prospecting: 500 ha 

Geological evidence for 
volcanogenic style mineralization 
exists on the property. 
Epithermal quartz veins and quartz 
flooding, with associated sericite 
alteration, occur in drill core 

AR 27797 

2006 

R. Dallbar 

R.Dallibar (1) 

R. Dallibar (1) (2) 
Prospecting: 800 ha Located a little mineralization AR 28542 

7.0 Geological Setting and Mineralization 

7.1 Regional Geology  

Regionally, the Come By Chance property is situated within the Quesnel Trough, a 30 to 60 km wide belt 
Quesnel Terrane is characterized by island-arc assemblages and associated mafic and intermediate 
intrusions of the Late Triassic Nicola and Early Jurassic Rossland Groups (Fig. 2; Little 1982; Coney et al. 

1980; Roback et al. 1995).  

These assemblages unconformably overlie deformed late Paleozoic and older rocks of Quesnel Terrane 
that have poorly defined rocks of the pericratonic Kootenay Terrane lie east of Quesnel Terrane and 
include Neoproterozoic and Early Cambrian strata that are stratigraphically continuous with units 
deposited on the North American craton (Fritz et al. 1991; Monger and Nokleberg 1996).  

Figure 8. Regional Geology: Quesnel Terranes 

(Base map from Fyles, 1990) 
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Geological Setting and Mineralization (cont’d) 
Regional Geology (cont’d) 

Fyles (1990) has performed the most recent mapping of the Greenwood district, which was previously 
mapped by Little (1983) and Church (1986). A simplified geology map after Fyles is presented in Figure 
7.1. As the distribution of rocks in the area are controlled by a series of faults, both Jurassic-aged thrust 
faults and Tertiary-aged extensional and detachment faults, an understanding of the regional and local 
structure is essential in understanding the geology. Many of the important mineral deposits in the area 
are directly related to the major tectonic and structural features. Fyles has Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks 
lying in a series of thrust slices above a high-grade metamorphic basement developed from the  

A major compressional tectonic event in the Mesozoic resulted in the development of five thrust faults 
in the region. These generally trend west or west-northwest and dip low to moderately to the north as 
identified by Fyles (1990) and reflect the influence of the Tenas Mary Creek Core Complex, wrapping 
around the Complex (Cowley et al, 2016).  

Figure 9. Geology and Mineral Occurrences of the Phoenix Mine Area 
(Map from Church et al. 1997) 
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Geological Setting and Mineralization (cont’d) 
7.2 Local Geology  

Structure 
Structural Framework (Figure 10) 

The regional distribution of the rock units in the Greenwood area is controlled by faults. The preTertiary 
rocks are on the northern flank of a Precambrian gneiss complex exposed in Washington and in the 
Grand Forks area east of the Granby River fault. In the eastern part of the map area they are contained 
in a series of five northward-dipping thrust sheets which, for descriptive purposes, have been numbered 
(Fiie 2, in pocket). The bounding faults arc preTertiary and are highly modified by and form an integral 
part of the Tertiary extensional fault regime. In the western part of the map area, similar preTertiary 
thrust faults are recognized, but because of the Tertiary cover they cannot be correlated certainly with 
those in the eastern part.  
Tertiary extension faults bound the blocks of Tertiary strata, which dominate the geology of the western 
part of the map area and form isolated remnants at Phoenix, on Thimble Mountain and to the north, 
(Carr and Parkinson, 1989). The western part of the map area is the northern extension of the Toroda 
Creek graben (Pearson, 1967), and the eastern part is north of the Republic graben and the horst between 
the two, both of which die out north of the International Boundary, with only the eastern bounding fault 
of the graben continuing as the Granby River fault (Fyles, 1990). 

Fourth Thrust Sheet 

The fourth thrust sheet is broken into four segments by northerly trending Tertiary normal faults. The 
two western segments are composed of rocks of the Attwood Group; the next one to the east, between 
the July Creek fault and Hardy Mountain, contains a sliver of the Attwood Group unconformably overlain 
by the Brooklyn Formation; and the easternmost segment exposed north of Hardy Creek on Goat 
Mountain is a tilted block of the Brooklyn Formation. 

The Lind Creek fault forms the hanging wall of the thrust sheet. It dips to the north at 25o to 50o and has 
a sinuous map trace partly caused by the low dip, and partly by folds which are well defined on the 
northern slopes of Hardy Mountain. The fault is lined with schistose. Serpentinite which occurs mainly as 
large irregular bodies in its hangingwall, associated with Old Diorite. The footwall of the thrust sheet is 
the Mount Wright fault in the west followed by the Mount Attwood and Eagle Mountain faults, all of 
which dip to the north at moderate angles (Fyles, 1990). 

Eagle Mountain Fault 
(from Fyles, 1983) 

This fault, named by Little, (1983) forms a prominent northwesterly trending lineament and hiatus in the 
geology on the south and west slopes of Eagle Mountain. Rock units in both the Hardy Mountain block 
and the block to the southast truncated by the lineament. It is followed by a prominent massive dyke 
which dips at low to moderate angles to the northeast and this is probably also the dip of the fault. 
Movement on the fault predates the dyke as it is not sheared and a relatcd dyke which crosses the fault 
is not offset. 
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Geological Setting and Mineralization (cont’d) 
Local Geology (cont’d) 

Late, probably Tertiary dykes of syenite, monzonite and diorite intrude the rocks of the Hardy Mountain 
block-the largest of which are shown on Figure 3. A prominent dyke of dark pinkish grey fine to meduim 
grained monzonite and diorite up to 50 meters thick follows the Eagle Mountain fault. It appears to dip 
at low to moderate angles to the northeast. Two northeasterly trending dykes southwest of Crook Lake, 
up to 100 meters thick are pink to grey feldspar porphyry and syenite. Apart from these, the Hardy 
Mountain block contains very few Tertiary dykes (Fyles, 1983). 

Figure 10 . CBC Property within the Thrust Faults 
             (Base Map from Fyles, 1990) 

 

Figure 11 . CBC Local Geology 
              (Base Map from Fyles, 1990) 
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Geological Setting and Mineralization (cont’d) 
Figure 12 . CBC Property Geology 

                   (Base Map from Fyles, 1990) 

 

7.3  Property Geology 

These are isolated occurrences of a large system demonstrated by numerous pits and adts throughout 
the property particularly along NW trending fault zones. These fault zones display widths up to 100 

metels in width and consist from W to E of the Eagle Mtn. Fault, the Central Hardy Mtn. Fault and the 
eastem LCF thrust oflen associated with ultramafic slices reflecting strong fault emplacement. The 
sequence in the area is dominated by mafic volcanics of the upper Jr but limestones of the Tr Brooklyn 
and sharpstone sequence are commonly seen with shallow dips in a possible broad antiform (Caron, 
2006). 

For the most part, the claims are underlain by tuffaceous sediments, limestone, sharpstone 
conglomerate and greenstone of the Triassic Brooklyn Formation. Limestone and calcareous sediments 
of the Brooklyn Formation are the host rocks to important skarn deposits in the district (i.e. Phoenix). 
Auriferous volcanogenic massive sulfide/oxide deposits (i.e. Lamefoot) in the district are also hosted 
within the Brooklyn Formation (Caron, 2006). 

Two regionally important faults occur on the property. In the northern part of the property, a large 
elongate serpentinite zone is associated with the Lind Creek thrust fault. The Lind Creek fault places 
chert, greenstone and diorite of the Paleozoic Knob Hill Group above the younger Brooklyn greenstones. 
In the southern part of the claims, the moderate north dipping Eocene (?) aged Eagle Mountain fault places 

older Attwood Group sediments above Brooklyn greenstone and limestone (Caron, 2006). 
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Figure 13. Geological Column: 

Greenwood-Grand Forks 

(from Acton, 2002) 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Geological Column: 

Brooklyn Formation 

from Fyles, 1990) 
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Geological Setting and Mineralization (cont’d) 

7.4  Property Mineralization 

On the CB Chance property, poddy and disseminated sulfides (pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite) occur 
near contacts of Brooklyn limestone and calcareous sediments with diorite. Numerous narrow 
mesothermal quartz veins, with minor pyrite and chalcopyrite, also occur on the property. The sulfide 
and quartz zones on the property have been explored by a large number of old pits, adits and shafts, as 
documented in various Minister of Mines Annual reports from the early 1900’s. Copper values are 
elevated in the skarn zones, typically in the order of 0.1 - 0.8% Cu, but these zones tend to be small and 
discontinuous, and accompanying gold values are generally low. A select sample from the “Brown’s pit” 
in the northern part of the property returned a maximum of 0.046 odt Au with 2.4 % Cu. (Caron, 2006). 

’The most significant area of known replacement-type sulfide mineralization on the claims is at the 
Betts (Minfile 082ESE261), in the southern part of the property. The Minister of Mines Annual Reports 
for 1904 and 1905 document some 208 feet of open cuts and shallow shafts as well as a 75 foot long 
(upper) tunnel with a 40 foot winze and an 825 foot (lower) tunnel. This lower tunnel was driven to cut 
the mineralized zone 375 feet below surface. A chute of massive pyrrhotite ore was reportedly 
intersected at a distance of 575 feet in the lower tunnel. There has been little recent exploration of this 
area (Caron, 2006). 

Two additional styles of mineralization are seen in drill core from a single vertical drill hole drilled close 
to, but in the footwall of the Eagle Mountain Fault, in the Betts area. The potential for volcanogenic 
massive sulfide mineralization is indicated by clasts of what appears to be a fine grained, siliceous, 
pyritic exhalite, within Brooklyn limestone. A felsic volcanic is reported lower in the drill hole. 
Elsewhere in the district, volcanogenic massive sulfide/oxide mineralization occurs within the Brooklyn 
Formation (Caron, 2006). 

Epithermal veining and alteration also occurs in the drill core from the Betts area. Bleached, sericite (+ 

adularia?) altered greenstone/microdiorite, with up to 10% epithermal quartz as veinlets, flooding and 
breccia zones occurs in two intervals. The first and more intensely altered interval measures about 2.3 
meters (7.5 feet) in core, with core angles suggesting a dip to the zone of about 45 degrees. The second 
(weaker) zone occurs over about 15 meters (50 feet) in drill core. Two samples were collected from 
these zones, however neither was significantly elevated in gold. The epithermal event may be 

controlled by the Eagle Mountain Fault and further prospecting, particularly in the hangingwall of the 
fault, is recommended (Caron, 2006). 

A “quartz vein with free gold” is reported on the former Iron Chief claim (Minister of Mines Annual Report 

1900). The Iron Chief straddles the Eagle Mountain Fault to the northwest of the Betts. 

Numerous showings are present through the Brooklyn sequence and generally consist of Cu-AgAu 
skams along main faults within several rocktypes. An encouraging feature is also the presence of well 
mineralized Cu bearing monzonite potentially displaying a porphyry/skam linkage in SE Betts area 

(Evans, 2005). 

Mineralization is dominated by variable amounts of po and cpy in both massive garnet skam and 
calcsilicates in mafic volcanics. Sample #306 also indicates some porphyry potential in the monzonites 

(Evans, 2005.) 
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Figure 15 . CBC Property geology 
                    (Map from Caron, 2006) 
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Table 5. CBC Property nine* of 23 Evans (2005) rock sample locations 

descriptions and assays* 

(Selected samples from Evans (2005) report in Caron, 2006) 

Sample 
# 

UTM 
North 
(543..) 

UTM 
East 
(3..) 

Description 
Cu 

ppm 
Au 

ppb 
As 

ppm 
Sb 

ppm 

12306 4744 88065 Rep of QFP monzonite w/ good 

dissem cpy 2-3% in outcrop near 

gully @130 

12040 

(1.2%) 

54 8 <5 

12307 4697 85766 Old pit w/ mass po w/ 1-2% cpy rep 

of dump, fault 160/90 in seric, Altd. 

MV’s 

21450 

(2.1%) 

329 98 <5 

12309 4737 85734 SW end of trench on Betts grab of 

dump material w/garnet and skarn 

altn in MV w/ 10% cpy and only 5-

8% po 

49360 

(4.9%) 

700 26 <5 

12311 4721 87726 Main Betts adit rep of calc silicates 

in MV from dump w/ 5-10% po 

veins and blebs w/ avg. 0.5% cpy 

1837 39 21970 58 

12312 5319 87633 Iron Chief area mixed po skarn and 

late QV’s and coarse py (VG 

reported in this area) 

630 2400 11060 22 

12314 35497 87474 Coarse skarn w/ 10% cpy minor lst 

mainly MV 

67400 

(6.7%) 

3800 88 <5 

12316 36066 89853 Browns massive 80-85% py from 

dump in calcite gangue 

3660 18000 100 <5 

12319   Brown’s highgrade sample 5-8% cpy 

5-8% as veins and diss py in quartz 

gangue 

6113 313 3550 3508 

12320   High grade sample above Betts 

tunnel – massive garnet skarn w 

cpy as veins and diss 10+% cpy >>py 

27160 

(2.7%) 

182 12 <5 

**For all 23 sample UTM locations, descriptions, and assays see Caron, 2006 

Mineralization in the Triassic limestones and sediments occur as small discontinuous pods of 
pyrrhotite, pyrite and minor chalcopyrite. Often associated with these sulfide bodies are feldspar 
porphyry dykes which are probably the source of the sulfide mineralization (Keating, 1987). 
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Property Mineralization (cont’d) 

The first and most significant of the anomalous areas occurs on the northeastern portion of the 

property and predominantly on the eastern portion of the Betts Claim. The Anomaly "A” consists of a 

central core of anomalous correlative arsenic-lead-zinccopper-silver values with adjacent two or three 
element anomalous correlative values. The zinc appears to occur in a northwesterly preferred 
orientation suggesting a possible northwesterly controlling structure to the indicated mineralization 
(Eagle Mountain Fault?) (Sookochoff, 1988). 

Figure 16. Evans Table 4 sample locations*. 
             (Map from Evans, 2005) 

 

*For all 23 sample UTM locations, descriptions, and assays see Caron, 2006 
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Geological Setting and Mineralization (cont'd) 

7.5 Economic Geology 

Most mineral production in the Greenwood mining camp has come from copper-bearing skarn 
deposits. To a lesser extent production has been derived from quartz veins with gold, silver, and minor 
lead and zinc values. Production to date from the 26 principal mines in the area is listed in Table 5. The 
aggregated total for these mines is 32,044,173 tonnnes of ore that yielded 38,378 kilograms of gold, 
283,102 kilograms of silver, 270,945 tonnes of copper, 966 tonnes of lead, and 329 tonnes of zinc 
(Church, 1986). 

A breakdown of the types of deposits shows twelve vein settings related to granodiorite stocks, four 
veins in fault zones, six skarns with significant ore production, two mineralized listwanites with 
production record, one magmatic orebody, and at least one porphyry copper body. The most common 
host rocks are the granodiorite stocks (E), ultramajlc bodies Knob Hill schists (2 and 2a),skarns (0), 

Brooklyn limestone (8), Mount Attwood greenstone (6), and Mount Atwood argillite (5) (Church, 1986). 

8.0 Deposit Types 

Figure 17. Geological model of types of mineral occurrences that may  

occur in a volcanic environment 

(Credits: ResearchGate) 
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8.1 Volcanogenic massive sulphide (VMS) 

Figure 18 . Volcanogenic Deposit Model 
                  (from Economic Geology) 

 

Massive sulphides deposits are currently forming in undersea locations characterized by “Black 
Smokers”. These Black Smokers are plumes of sulphide-rich fluids and represent the venting of 
hydrothermal fluids, rich in base and precious metals, onto the ocean floor. In contrast to other 
volcanic-hosted deposits, many Besshi-type deposits (named after a the Besshi Copper Mine in Japan) 
form thin, laterally extensive sheets of pyrrhotite- and (or) pyrite-rich massive sulfide rock; however, 
the characteristics of Besshi-type deposits vary considerably. Besshi deposits are notable for their ore 
concentrations of copper and cobalt and only minor concentrations of zinc (S. Master, 1997 and 1998).  

Fyles (1993) reports that: 

The Brooklyn formation in the Hardy Mountain block contains volcanogenic sulphide deposits at or 

close to volcanic-sedimentary facies transition zones. 
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Deposit Types (cont’d) 

Figure 19 . SEDEX-Differences from VMS 
                  (from Economic Geology) 

 

8.2 Sedimentary Exhalative (Sedex) 

Figure 20 . Sullivan; a SEDEX Deposit  
             (from 911 Metallurgist) 
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Deposit Types (cont’d) 
Sedex (cont’d) 

Sedex Deposits are formed when ore bearing fluids discharge onto a sedimentary basin and mix with 
seawater. When the two fluids mix, a variety of chemical processes take place that result in the 
precipitation of minerals in the basin. These deposits are lain down congruent with the stratigraphy of 
the basin and are fine grained and finely laminated characteristics of “sedimentary deposits.” 

Concentrated amounts of minerals can be found in “trap sites,” which are depressed areas of the ocean 
floor where the minerals may settle. Occasionally, mineralization develops in the faults and feeder 
conduits that fed the mineralizing system. There are a few different mechanisms that may create the 
mineralizing fluids that form Sedex deposits.  

They may be from magmatic fluids from sub seafloor magma chambers and hydrothermal fluids 
generated by the heat of a magma chamber intruding into saturated sediments. Fluids that come from 
a shallow depth are rich in iron and manganese, fluids that penetrate deeper pick up lead and zinc. 
Copper is picked up by fluids that reach an even greater depth.  

The Sullivan Pb-Zn Mine in British Columbia was worked for 105 years and produced 16,000,000 tonnes 
of lead and zinc, as well as 9,000 tonnes of silver. It was Canada's longest lived continuous mining 
operation and produced metals worth over $20 billion in terms of 2005 metal prices. Grades were in 
excess of 5% Pb and 6% Zn. 

The ore genesis of the Sullivan ore body is summarized by the following process: Sediments were 
deposited in an extensional second-order sedimentary basin during extension; Earlier, deeply buried 
sediments devolved fluids into a deep reservoir of sandy siltstones and sandstones; Intrusion of dolerite 
sills into the sedimentary basin raised the geothermal gradient locally; Raised temperatures prompted 
over-pressuring of the lower sedimentary reservoir which breached overlying sediments, forming a 
breccia diatreme.  

Mineralizing fluid flowed upwards through the concave feeder zone of the breccia diatreme, 
discharging onto the seafloor; Ore fluids debouched onto the seafloor and pooled in a second-order 
sub-basin's depocentre, precipitating a stratiform massive sulfide layer from 3 to 8 m thick, with 
exhalative chert, manganese and barite (www.en.wikipedia.org; Lyons, W. et al., 2006; Lydon, 1996; 
Taylor et al., 2000). 

8.3. Epithermal 

Epithermal gold deposits are a type of lode deposit that contain economic concentrations of gold, silver 
and in some cases base metals including copper , lead and zinc. Gold is the principal commodity of 
epithermal deposits, and can be found as native gold, or alloyed with silver. 

As a lode deposit, epithermal deposits are characterized as having minerals either disseminated 
through the ore-body or contained in a network of veins. Epithermal deposits are distinctive from low-
grade bulk tonnage deposits such as porphyries in that they are typically high-grade, small size 
deposits. A few characteristics distinguish epithermal deposits. These deposits are found near the 
surface and mineralization occurs at a maximum depth of 1 km, but rarely deeper than 600 m. These 
deposits represent a high-grade, easily mineable source of gold (excerpt from "an overview of Epithermal 

Gold Deposits". 
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Deposit Types (cont’d) 

Epithermal (cont’d) 
Deposit Types (cont’d) 

Epithermal (cont’d) 

Figure 21 . Epithermal model showing possible level of the fault zone breccias 
at the CBC Property 

 (Base map from Jaxton Mining Inc. December 15, 2020 Press Release) 
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Figure 22 . Bonanza Gold Zone Epithermal Quartz Gold-Silver Vein 
   (Credits: researchgate.net) 

8.4 Auriferous quartz - Lode Gold deposits 

Gold may occur as deposits called lodes, or veins, in fractured rocks. Lode deposits are considered 
primary gold deposits because they are bedrock deposits that have not been moved. They come in a 
range of shapes and sizes and can form tabular cross-cutting vein deposits but also may be breccia 
zones, irregular replacement bodies, pipes, stockworks, and other shapes. 
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Deposit Types (cont’d) 
Lode Gold Deposits (cont’d) 

Figure 23. Lode Gold Vein 
  (Credits: pinterest 

8.5 Skarn 

Skarns or tactites are hard, coarse-grained metamorphic rocks that form by a process called 
metasomatism. Skarns tend to be rich in calcium-magnesium-iron-manganese-aluminium silicate 
minerals, which are also referred to as calc-silicate minerals. These minerals form as a result of 
alteration which occurs when hydrothermal fluids interact with a protolith of either igneous or 
sedimentary origin. In many cases, skarns are associated with the intrusion of a granitic pluton found in 
and around faults or shear zones that intrude into a carbonate layer such as a dolomite or limestone.  

Skarns can form by regional, or contact metamorphism and therefore form in relatively high 
temperature environments. The hydrothermal fluids associated with the metasomatic processes can 
originate from either magmatic, metamorphic, meteoric, marine, or even a mix of these. The resulting 
skarn may consist of a variety of different minerals which are highly dependent on the original 
composition of both the hydrothermal fluid and the original composition of the protolith. 

*The Phoenix Mine, classed as a gold-copper skarn type, is located three kilometres northwest of the
CBC Property. Total production from the Phoenix mine between 1900 and 1978 was 21,552,284 tonnes
of ore containing 28,341 kilograms of gold, 183,036 kilograms of silver, and 235,693 tonnes of copper
(Church, 1997).

8.6 Porphyry 

"Porphyry copper" as understood here is "a large, low grade, epigenetic, hypogene copper deposithat 
can be mined by mass-mining methods" (Titley and Hicks, 1966, p. IX).  

Porphyry copper deposits contain disseminated mineralization, meaning that a large volume of 
shattered rock contains a ramifying network of tiny quartz veins, spaced only a few centimetres apart, 
in which grains of the copper ore occur with pyrite. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metasomatism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shear_zone
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/disseminated
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Deposit Types (cont’d) 
Porphyry (cont’d) 

The shattered rock serves as a permeable medium for the circulation of a hydrothermal solution, and 
the volume of rock that is altered and mineralized by the solution can be huge: porphyry coppers are 
among the largest of all hydrothermal deposits, with some giant deposits containing many billions of 
tons of ore. 

Although in most deposits the ore averages only between 0.5 and 1.5 percent copper by weight, the 
tonnages of ore mined are so large that more than 50 percent of all copper produced comes from 
porphyry coppers. (Summary excerpt from britannica.com). 

Porphyry coppers are often associated with stratovolcanoes. As a result of the volcanism that rings the 
Pacific Ocean basin, porphyry coppers are conspicuous features of mineralization along the western 
borders of North and South America and in the Philippines. Among the major deposits are El Teniente, 
El Salvador, and Chuquicamata in Chile, Cananea in Mexico, and, in the United States, Bingham Canyon 
in Utah, Ely and Yerington in Nevada, and San Manuel in Arizona. 

It is conceivable that the intricate and extensive fissure system of the Mount Attwood-Phoenix area, as 
shown in part on Figure 1, provided the necessary channelways for metalliferous solutions that formed 
the ore deposits. In this model the igneous intrusions served principally as heat engines in the process 
of convection and dispersion of the solutions.  

The necessary heat for the mineralization process may have had an ultimate ultrabasic-mantle origin. 
Evidence suggests that the ultrabasic rocks, which are abundant in the Greenwood area, moved 
upward on many of the main faults following the injection of the principal Jurassic-Cretaceous stocks. 
The rise of mantle material appears to coincide with regional uplift which was possibly induced by 
underplating and stacking of oceanic and mantle slabs beneath an overriding continental plate (Fig. 6). 

https://www.britannica.com/science/stratovolcano
https://www.britannica.com/place/Pacific-Ocean
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conspicuous
https://www.britannica.com/place/El-Teniente
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Deposit Types (cont’d) 
Porphyry (cont’d) 

Figure 24 . Relationship between Epithermal and Porphyry hydrothermal systems 
 (Base map from Jaxton Mining Inc. December 15, 2020 Press Release) 
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9.0 Exploration 

In October 2020 LIDAR and Aeromagnetic Surveys were completed over the Come By Chance Property. 

The principle of LIDAR is a laser rapidly emitting light pulses that penetrate vegetation and topsoil 
which are reflected back providing a very high-resolution "bald earth" digital elevation model (DEM). 

LIDAR sees through trees and has the potential to find previously unknown fault traces and other 
structures that potentially control mineralization. 

Lidar is an effective, low cost method of accurately mapping the bare earth surface (i.e. the ground 
surface as it would appear stripped free of vegetation) and showing centimetre-scale variations in 
surface elevation. It has many uses in geological exploration, including identifying the location and 
distribution of historic pits and other areas of disturbance which can then be ground-truthed. Lidar 
bare-earth data can also reveal linear topographic features which may indicate fault zones that are 
important controls to mineralization. 

Figure 25 . CBC Property with vegetation 
   (Base map; Google Earth) 

The LIDAR data will help delineate the major Eagle Mountain and Lind Creek Faults which appear to 

enclose the porphyry-breccia target and lineaments as indicated structures which may provide surficial 

indications of a concealed mineral-bearing porphyry constituents. 
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Figure 26 . CBC Property* LIDAR Survey results without vegetation showing the major faults and the 
initial interpretation for the indicated structural lineaments and intrusive related breccia pipe. 

   (map from a Belmont News Release 

The results of the Lidar survey revealed a series of varioriented structural lineaments some of which 
intersect from Crook Lake which appears centralized to a possible large breccia pipe between the major 
Eagle Creek and the Lind Creek faults. 

Crook Lake, appears as a hydrothermal or a collapsed breccia developed from an underlying intrusive, 
the location of which is supported by the results from the Lidar survey which clearly shows a series of 
radiating faults from the lake with obscure ringed faults surrounding the lake. These faults, likely 
developed from an enlarging concealed intrusive, may have been instrumental as the avenue of 
mineral laden hydrothermal fluid transport from a concealed mineralized intrusive to create the 
localized skarns of the immediate area.  

The skarns, the heterolithic breccia of the Eagle Creek Fault, and the intrusive intersected in the Betts 
tunnel support the presence of the intrusive. The highly anomalous arsenic content of Crook Lake may 
indicate the arsenic content from an alteration zone peripheral to an intrusive. 
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Figure 27 . CBC Property mag survey results showing composite interpretation of the Lidar and mag 
surveys showing the indicated caldera and a potential concealed intrusive 

   (map from a Belmont News Release) 

The detailed, low-level magnetic survey of the CBC property has provided a greater indication of the 

volcanic caldera that was initially indicated by the recently completed Lidar survey. The caldera is 

supported by a one kilometre diameter magnetic low within a sequence of Triassic Brooklyn Formation 

sedimentary and hornfelsed rocks which are bounded by the northwesterly trending Eagle Mountain 

Fault to the southwest and a sequence of greenstones, fragmentals, and microdiorite to the northeast. 

The magnetic survey also revealed the Crook Lake cross-structural zone indicated by the Lidar survey 

in addition to a second indicated cross-structural zone in the southern rim of the caldera. The 

significance of the cross-structures is primarily that these could be prime locations for hydrothermal 

breccia zones in revealing heterolithic fragments or indicator chemical elements transported to surface 

from a mineralized deep-seated intrusive porphyritic intrusive (as indicated by the mineralized breccias 

at surface) responsible for the caldera, the skarns, and other types of mineral deposits. 

The northern Crook Lake cross-structural location within the indicated caldera and the magnetic low, 

are of greater significance in that it may be the most obvious indication of a hydrothermal or collapsed 

breccia zone. In the south, one of the three structures formulating the cross-structure, is a southerly 

trending structure correlating with a magnetic low. This location would be also be highest priority 

exploration area.  
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Figure 28. CBC Property mag survey results showing cross-section looking north* 
 (Base map from Belmont Resources) 

* see Figure 27 for mag legend and structural locations

Figure 29 . CBC Property mag survey results showing plan section at 1004 metre (surface) elevation*
(map from Belmont Resources) 

* see Figure 27 for mag legend and structural locations
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Figure 30 . CBC Property mag survey results showing plan section at 830 metre elevation* 
(174 metres below surface) (map from Belmont Resources) 

Figure 31. CBC Property mag survey results showing plan section at 479 metre elevation* 
(525 metres below surface) (map from Belmont Resources) 

* see Figure 27 for mag legend and structural locations
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10.0 Drilling 

Belmont Resources Inc. has not performed drilling on the Come By Chance Property. 

11.0 Sample Preparation, Analyses and Security 

Samples were not taken during the 2020 exploration program. 

12.0 Data Verification 

No current data to verify at this time. There is no information on the historical data which can be used 
for verification. 

13.0 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing 

There has been no mineral processing or metallurgical testing on the Come By Chance Property. 

14.0 Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserve Estimates 

There are currently no mineral reserves or mineral resources on the Come By Chance Property. 

15.0 to 22.0 Additional Requirements for Advanced Technical Reports 

These sections are excluded from this technical report as the Come By Chance Property is not in an 
advanced stage of exploration. 

23.0 Adjacent Properties 

The adjacent properties are provided herein for informative purposes only and do not necessarily 
reflect the type of a mineral deposit that could occur on the CBC  Property. 

Athelstan past producer (Polymetallic veins Ag-Pb-Zn+/-Au) 
MINFILE 082ESE047 
One kilometre west 

Geology 

Ultrabasic rocks and diorite dikes are the main rocks exposed in these workings. Included in the 

ultrabasic rocks are light-coloured talc-carbonate lenses, known locally as 'listwanites'. These rocks 

weather brown and contain talc and ferromagnesian carbonate in various proportions. Their 

outcrops are marked by limonitic gossan produced by the oxidation of the carbonate. The rocks show 

some variation in lithological character from one locality to another. Sheared varieties consisting 

largely of talc and serpentine with subordinate amounts of carbonate are common near the contacts 

of talc-carbonate rocks with serpentine. Massive varieties, largely made up of a brown-coloured 

ferromagnesian carbonate, probably ankerite, and some calcite, are well exposed around the 

Athelstan surface workings. Other varieties containing a conspicuous green mica, probably 

mariposite, are common in the underground workings of the Jackpot mine. Contacts between the 

talc-carbonate rocks and serpentine are usually gradational. The total extent of exposed 

talc-carbonate rock is not known, but it extends from an elevation of 1280 metres at the top of the hill 

above the Athelstan adit, at least as far as the Jackpot adit and outcrops over a maximum width of 

approximately 168 metres. (GSC Paper 45-20).  

The rocks are traversed by an irregular system of pre-mineral fissures that have strongly influenced 

the rising ore- bearing solutions by providing channel-ways for them, and gouge- filled barriers 

capable of deflecting them.  
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Adjacent Properties (cont’d) 

Athelstan (cont’d) 

The common ore minerals are pyrite and arsenopyrite, which form replacements in the listwanite 

rocks. Disseminations of chromite occur locally in the sheared listwanite, such as on the adjoining 

Butte (Lot 1067) claim, where 17.1 per cent chromium has been reported from a 3-metre wide open 

cut. Near surface the ore is oxidized to limonite and a white arsenous oxide, which attained shipping 

grade locally. Green fuchsite (or mariposite) commonly occurs adjacent to mineralized zones with in 

the serpentinite.  

The shape and size of several ore bodies that were mined in the early days can be inferred from the 

accessible workings. At the Jackpot mine the two ore bodies mined from the present adit crosscut 

were crescentric in plan and plunged from 10 to 40 degrees to the east along their longest axis. They 

ranged in thickness from 1 to 7.6 metres and probably averaged 3 metres. They were stoped over a 

length of at least 30.5 metres and across a width of at least 12 metres. Narrower parts of these same 

ore bodies have been mined in past years. At the Athelstan mine the only accessible stope is 

approximately 18 metres long, averaging approximately 12 metres wide, and ranging from 1 to 2.4 

metres in height. A winze, which was sunk in the floor of this stope to a depth of 3.6 metres during the 

summer of 1936, is entirely in ore. Ore- grade mineralization is reportedly exposed by pits and 

trenches on the Butte and Iron Clad Crown grants. 

The footwalls and hanging walls of the ore bodies commonly follow well-defined fissures; 

occasionally such fissures also form the lateral limits of the ore bodies. Sulphides may extend for 

several centimetres beyond these fissures, but these are extremely erratic.  

Mineralization 

Chemical composition of the wallrock has also had a marked influence on ore deposition. Those 

rocks containing a high percentage of carbonates were most susceptible to replacement by the ore- 

bearing solutions, whereas those containing appreciable amounts of serpentine were apparently the 

least susceptible.  

The ore bodies are displaced by several north west- dipping normal faults, however, movements are 

not thought to be large. Locally the faulted-off segments of the ore have been found within the mine 

workings.  

Ten principle areas of mineralization, extending over an approximate area of 960 by 240 metres, are 

known on the property: the Athelstan, Jackpot, A, B, J-11, J-34, Oro, Bay Horse, Butte and Iron Clad 

zones. A complete description and sampling history of each zone can be found in Assessment Report 

27510. There are no available ore reserve estimates for this mine.  

PHOENIX (KNOB HILL) past producer (Cu skarn, Au skarn, Fe skarn, Tailings) 
MINFILE 082ESE020 
Three kilometres northwest 

(The following are selected portions copied from Minfile records on the Phoenix (Knob Hill) past 
producer.) 
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Adjacent Properties (cont’d) 

Phoenix (cont’d) 
Geology 

The geology of the Phoenix area is complex.  The mine is underlain by an intricately folded, faulted, 

metamorphosed and mineralized sequence of Paleozoic and Mesozoic volcanic and sedimentary 

rocks that are overlain in turn by Eocene volcanic and epiclastic rocks.  

Paleozoic rocks at Phoenix include the Knob Hill Group, consisting mostly of chert, cherty argillite, 

greenstone and a minor amount of limestone.  Scanty fossil evidence indicates that the Knob Hill 

rocks may be as old as Devonian, although some geologists suggest a Permo-Carboniferous age. 

These rocks are unconformably overlain by Brooklyn limestone, sharpstone conglomerate, argillite 

and the Eholt volcanics believed to be Middle-Upper Triassic age. 

Small microdiorite intrusions together with possibly coeval andesites of the Eholt Formation, overlie 

and intrude Brooklyn limestone and sharpstone conglomerate units. North-trending fold axes and a 

series of north-dipping thrusts, associated with serpentinite slices, have been identified within the 

pre-Tertiary assemblages.  Locally, sedimentary rocks of the Eocene Kettle River Formation 

unconformably overlie the older rocks.  These are feldspathic sandstones and conglomerates 

containing interbeds of rhyolite ash and minor carbonaceous seams.  Overlying and intruding these 

beds are pulaskite and augite porphyry dikes and sills, and trachyte and mafic phonolite volcanics of 

the Eocene Marron Formation.  

Mineralization 

The ores of the Phoenix area are almost exclusively the result of limestone alteration.  The extensive 

deposits of low grade copper ore, which have given rise to the mining industry at Phoenix, occur in 

mineralized areas of the Brooklyn limestone, which have all the characteristics of metasomatic 

replacements.  

Figure 32 . Phoenix ca 1912 
   (Base map from Boundary Historical Society) 
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Adjacent Properties (cont’d) 

Phoenix (Knob Hill) (cont’d) 

Mineralization (cont’d) 

These replacements are composed essentially of chlorite-epidote skarn rocks with variable amounts 

of garnet, calcite and quartz, accompanied by blebs and disseminations of pyrite, chalcopyrite, 

magnetite and specularite. 

The skarn and copper minerals are localized in a band of impure limestone above a well-defined 

footwall argillite.  The thickness of mineralization varies from a maximum of 60 metres to less than 1 

metre at the limits of mining.  The ore beds are generally inclined downward to the east, but dips 

vary and a series of north-south faults have produced irregularities.  

The main body of ore, on the Knob Hill, Ironsides and other westerly claims, is composite in 

character and consists of two lenses which coalesce about their central portions.The western lens is 

at least 750 metres long, from 12 to 38 metres thick, and from 112 to over 275 metres wide.  The 

eastern lens is apparently not so long, but approaches the magnitude of the former in width and 

thickness.  The combined thickness of the two at their point of junction is about 57 metres.  In its 

southern extension this composite ore body appears to break up into subordinate ribs and wedges of 

ore separated by complementary ribs of almost barren gangue rock. 

The known length of the ore body along the strike of the Monarch drift is over 320 metres, and its 

width to the boundary of the claim is about 96 metres.  The thickness probably averages about 9 

metres, the diamond drill logs showing a range from 2 to 17 metres.  

24.0 Other Relevant Data and Information 

There is no other relevant data and/or information on the Come By Chance Property. 

25.0 Interpretation and Conclusions 

The 2020 exploration program results provided the essential information that revealed the CBC 
property has a greater potential for a copper/gold related porphyry deposit than a skarn related 
Phoenix type deposit. Although the numerous localized mineralized skarn surface showings on the CBC 
Property may initially be indicative of a Phoenix style mineral deposit, the recent exploration results 
provide strong support for a copper/gold porphyry deposit. 

Even though it is a well-established fact that skarn and porphyry deposits are associated in a volcanic 
environment (Figure 17), the skarns may indicate local skarn development from rising hydrothermal 
solutions or from porphyritic material migrating from a concealed magma chamber via structurally 
developed permeable zones.  

These processes are exemplified in the metasomatic replacement associated with fractures/structures 
and also in the mineral-bearing monzonitic intrusive float material on the Property (Evans, 2005). 

The copper/gold porphyry model for the CBC Property is of porphyritic mineralization within the 
peripheral crest of a contact between a host rock and an intrusive within a volcanic neck. The surface 
indication of this intrusive on the CBC Property would be indicated by a caldera which formed in the 
expansion of an initial intrusion and the shrinking in its waning stages. 
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Interpretation and Conclusions (cont’d) 

The Crook Lake topographical depression was likely formed in the waning stages of magma 
consolidation by the residual pressurized hydrothermal material escaping to surface at the most 
favourable location likely being  a cross-structure where the cross-structural breccia was augmented to 
a hydrothermal breccia. The cessation of hydrothermal activity caused the depressurization to the 
breccia and thus the depression, the water accumulation, and the resulting Crook Lake. 

The 2020 Lidar the Mag surveys aided in the substatiation of the porphyritic model as described above. 
The Lidar survey disclosed the numerous indicated lineament structures that may have facitated the 
creation of the numerous isolated skarn zones. More significantly, the survey revealed two cross-
structure locations, one at Crook Lake within the norther portion the caldera with the second near the 
southern rim. Both have a common northerly trending structure which parallels the major Eagle 
Mountain Fault with the associated largest skarn zone on the Property at the Betts showing. 

In addition to the potential of a mineral resource associated with a deep-seated mineral-bearing 
intrusive beneath the caldera there is the potential for an epithermal type deposit of a bonanza gold-
bearing zone. This is indicated in the intersection of an epithermal vein by a drill-hole in the Betts area, 
and also in the intersection of a “chute of massive sulphides at 175 metres in the 251 metre easterly 
driven lower Betts adit”. Even though there is no specific information on the massive sulphide, which 
may also be epithermal, the epithermal and massive sulphide veins are, nevertheless, likely associated 
with an intrusive. 

It is also interesting to note that although there is no specific information on the Betts tunnel, with the 
assumption that the portal of the tunnel is at the location of the designated “Betts Mine” on Figure 27, 
the massive sulphides intersected in the Betts tunnel would correlate with the trace of the Eagle 
Mountain Fault. 

It is also noted that the 251 metre easterly driven Betts tunnel is approximately 500 metres short of the 
indicated caldera and the southern cross-structure. 

The 2020 Mag survey provided some specifics to the interpretation as well as additional information 
which, correlated with the results of the Lidar survey, further substantiated the potential for a 
copper/gold porphyry resource on the CBC Property. 

The anomalous magnetometer results, showed fingers from the main mag anomaly reaching the 
surface (Figure 28) which is interpreted as the known surficially exposed mineralized breccias within 
major faults. 

From the surfically exposed mag anomaly fingers to a depth of 525 metres below surface, the mag 
anomaly indicating the concealed mineralization, shows two mag anomalies of 1,000 metres and 800 
metres wide with a 1,000 metre wide sub-anomalous zone between the two. (Figure 31). The sub-
anomalous zone is shown at the surface and at a depth of 174 metres below surface as non-anomalous, 
indicating that the two anomalies may join togeather at a greater depth for a 2,800 metre wide 
anomalous zone. Additionally, the anomalous zone is 2,000 metres long and open to the northwest and 
to the southeast. 
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Figure 33 . Porphyry Model 

 

26.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

A IP (Induced Potential) Survey grid of five 1,35 kilometre lines spaced ar 150 metres is recommended 
to cover the main magnetometer low delineated on the CBC Property (Figure 52). The exploration 
objectives would be to map the resistivity and chargeability distribution under the outlined IP grid for 
the location of a prime anomalous target to test for the magnetometer low indicated copper/gold 
porphyry which is revealed in the major fault zones and other localized areas, as mineralized 
heterolithic breccias. 

“The main issue in mineral exploration is to obtain as much information as possible in a time‐ and 
cost‐efficient manner. This may be achieved through a combination of geophysical methods including 
the induced polarization method. The induced polarization is the most applicable method in case of 
metal exploration through drilling.” (Mostafaei, Ramazi 2019) 

IP Surveys have been effective, in the initial location of potential mineral resources which were 
subsequently developed to economic production, or determining the depth of a mineral zone. 

Successes for porphyry copper discoveries and/or increasing the porphyry mineral resource within the 
Quenella domain of British Columbia include the Copper Mountain porphyry which is perhaps the best 
example of many. 

At the Copper Mountain, BC. Copper Mountain Mine - Porphyry 

The objective of the IP Survey was: 

• To confirm continuity of mineralization between the pits 

• To test and possibly expand reported resources between existing pits in order to identify a new 
merged pit known as the “Super Pit.” 

• To identify the potential for large, deep-seated porphyry deposits through a comprehensive 
minesite exploration program. 
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Figure 34 . Copper Mountain Mining. Active pits, geology, and survey line locations 

 

Figure 35 . Copper Mountain Mining. IP Anomalies centred over current pits 
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Figure 36 . Copper Mountain Mining. Integrated IP and Geology 

 

The Copper Mountain Mining. Survey Resulted in: 

• Identification of targets to depth. 

• Confirmation of geologic model 

• Identified a new merged pit known as the “Super Pit”. 

Drill results led to $29 m of financing. 

In 2008, Copper Mountain succeeded in finishing one of the largest drill programs in Canada (106,000 
meters) and increased the resource estimate by 45% to 5 Billion pounds of copper. The goal of the 
program was achieved when the results confirmed continuity of mineralization between the pits. The 
visible high chargeability anomalies extend to depth of 950 metres below surface with lower 
chargeability extending to a survey limit of 1250 metre below surface and open with incresing width to 
depth. Copper Mountain will continue to test these deep anomalies and sees “blue sky” potential to 
develop a world class deposit upon successful proof of mineralization below the planned super pit 
outline. 
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Figure 37 . Location of the proposed IP Survey grid on the CBC Property 
(Base map from Belmont Resources Inc.) 

 

26.1 Exploration costs 

 

  $ Cost 

IP Survey 6.75 line km @ $7,300.00 per line km    47,275.00 

Soil Survey Over anomalous IP zones. Allow    30,000.00 

Supervision and Reporting     25,000.00 

Total estimated cost  $102,275.00 
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Highly Altered Quartz Breccia 

 

Highly Altered Heterolithic Breccia 
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Moderately Altered Heterolithic Breccia 

 

Highly Altered Zone 

 




